Position Title: UX Interaction Designer
Location: Baltimore, MD

About the opportunity
We are seeking a UX Interaction Designer responsible for conceiving and conducting user research and translating feedback into wireframes and prototypes. You will also design the overall functionality for features on our platform and iterate upon them to ensure a great, consistent user experience. You will collaborate with Product, Engineering and Business to understand product requirements and evolve the feature in order to optimize the final output.

The ideal candidate should be creative within a collaborative environment, organized and self-sufficient. In addition, you need to handle multiple projects that require a high degree of complexity with short turnaround time.

Job responsibilities
- Execute design work consistent with brand standards, analytics insight and customer feedback
- Deliver fully articulated concepts with appropriate level of specification to ensure high quality development
- Effectively negotiate trade-offs with product management and engineering
- Run research sessions and write up research notes
- Sketching, concept creation and wire framing
- Use user insight, analytics, best practice, and competitor analysis to inform design decisions
- Provide quality design assets and expert UI/UX direction across our platform.
- Collaborate with the rest of the UX team, developers and product owners to define product experience and champion the user
- Rapidly test and iterate your ideas
- User stories, user journeys and mockups optimized for a wide range of devices
- Foster a cooperative working environment, give/accept feedback, and encourage a culture of “no bad ideas”
- Continuously monitor industry trends, technologies, and standards

Minimum qualifications
- BA/BS degree in Interactive Design, Human Computer Interaction or related field
- 2-3 years demonstrated experience in UI/UX Design
- Proficient in key software packages such as xD, Illustrator, and Photoshop
- A solid portfolio that demonstrates user-centric design and creativity
- Understanding of web development and understanding design capabilities and constraints
Preferred qualifications
- Background in the online advertising industry
- Experience designing across multiple device types (desktop, mobile)
- Experience in HTML5/CSS3, and JavaScript
- Experience following and implementing agile development methodologies

Resume submission
Please submit your resume to careers@videologygroup.com and denote the position title and location of the job you are applying for in the email subject line.